
The Asset International BaFix is used and approved by 

Network Rail (PA05/06325). Authorised for use by ‘LU’ (Reg No. 

3082) and used by Irish Rail. It provides an innovative track 

ballast shoulder retention system for the rail industry.  

The key benefit of installing the BaFix system is in retaining 

the loss of ballast over time, whilst creating a long term stable 

border for the ballast. Asset BaFix together with Sleeve-It can 

provide a new method in maintaining the permanent way, 

access ways beside the track, cess walkways and run-on/run-

off. A multitude of benefits apply to the BaFix system includ-

ing: unique design, detailing and construction methods.  

Where Asset BaFix could be used on the rail network

Track ballast shoulder retention system designed for the rail industry

Example of using the Asset BaFix ballast retention system

Solution Installation of Asset BaFix 70

Problem ballast loss and cable trough damage



When using the Asset BaFix there could be a requirement to 

protect important trackside equipment, secure from trespass 

and prevent operatives working on the railway where there 

is a risk of a fall from height. Sleeve-It by Strata Systems, Inc. 

is a pre-engineered fence post, anchoring system that can be 

used as an accessory to the rail approved Asset BaFix.  

Sleeve-It can be utilised as a solution for resisting various 

loading configurations as stated in BS1722 Part 14 including 

personnel loading 740N/m at a height of 1.1m above ground 

level. When designing a palisade fencing system, we would 

also review dynamic pressure from wind loading 900N/m²  

if the site is not subject to extreme or abnormal loading.  

Sleeve-It is suitable for supporting a handrail system, key 

clamp or fencing system such as a palisade fencing  

providing it has a stable fence footing.

Maintaining the run-on / run-off on bridges using Asset BaFix in conjunction with Sleeve-It

Asset BaFix and Sleeve-It with a GRP Handrail System Installed
Asset BaFix in conjunction with Sleeve-It could be used to provide a lightweight 

retaining solutions, ready to pour foundation unit to anchor a galvanised or GRP 

key clamp hand railing systems as shown below.

Design considerations and compliance to BS 1722 part 14 loading

Existing rail bridge run on / run off 

New project using concrete retaining units and key clamp   

Design consideration using Asset BaFix for rail bridge run on/run off 

Using Asset BaFix to retain earth and provide a handrail solution  



Designing and maintaining the run-on/run-off on rail  

overbridges using the Asset BaFix system could address a few 

areas; including migration of ballast loss, maintaining cess 

walkways and protecting cable runs.

Maintaining the run-on / run-off on bridges using Asset BaFix in conjunction with Sleeve-It

Example: The West Coast Main Line at Leighton Buzzard where a landslip occurred

Landslip 2,200 tonnes of stone to fix the slip Final Solution 

Asset BaFix  70 with Sleeve-It

Asset BaFix track renewals ballast shoulder retention system:

The Asset BaFix could have been considered for the above scheme in lieu of the concrete ballast 
boards which are 1830mm long x 300mm height - total weight 65kgs:

Benefits of using the Asset BaFix:
• Lightweight Material 6m long – BaFix 50 (39kgs) BaFix 70 (45.8kgs) -BaFix 100 (61.1kgs)
• 6m lengths (weight above per length) height is 50cm, 70cm and 100cm
• Easy to install using two operatives
• Creates a stable level adjacent to the track
• Can be filled using automatic conveyor systems
• Long term stable border - does not look like a temporary solution
• Aesthetically pleasing compared to ballast boards
• Design life up to 120 years

Design consideration using Asset BaFix



Asset International Structures are the authorised Partner of 

STRATA Systems, Inc. The one-piece plastic Sleeve-It is only 

3kgs in weight. Looking at the project below as an example 

of where the Sleeve-It could be used. During installation of 

the Redi-Rock wall, the Sleeve-It could have been placed 

directly behind the wall as shown in the ‘Detail of fence post 

installation using Sleeve-It’ (geogrids would not be required 

with this type of walling system. Following backfilling of 

the wall the Sleeve-It foundation is ready for the top cap to 

be removed enabling the fencing contractor to install the 

GRP handrail reducing installation time and reducing labour 

costs. The volume of concrete - 0.046m³ of ST2 or C8/10 

concrete would be considerable less than digging a hole and 

filling with concrete.
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Sleeve-It unit installed 
behind walling system

Asset BaFix is approved for use by

*PATENT PENDING

*PATENT PENDING

Asset Sleeve-It foundation solution to accommodate 740N/m at 1.1m above ground


